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In-silico identification of novel enzymes
The present invention uses bioinformatics
databases using three dimensional
“catalophores”. This technology can be
catalyzing the same reaction, but without

methods to mine structural
search templates termed
applied to find enzymes
sequence similarities.
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BACKGROUND
In-silico prediction and identification of enzyme functionalities are
used to reduce wet-lab screening costs. However, conventional
methods use either the overall sequence identity or specific sequence
patterns and usually just find “more of the same”. Instead, we have
developed a novel computational tool to identify enzymes based on
active-site constellation and cavities.
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TECHNOLOGY
Generation 1 of our enzyme search platform was able to mine
structural databases using 3-D search templates covering the active
site configuration of enzymes (published in Nature Communications
DOI: 10.1038/ncomms5150).
Generation 2 is a significant
improvement of this concept
using pre-calculated pointclouds representing physicochemical properties of the
“empty space” in enzyme
active sites. This allows the identification of alternative enzymes for
biocatalytic processes and medical applications without detailed
knowledge of the involved reaction mechanism and will even enable
cross-reactivity comparisons of e.g. therapeutically relevant inhibitors.
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3D-enzyme search (independent of amino acid sequence)
Automatic cavity point-cloud and property generation
Ranked hitlist based on multi-dimensional similarity scores
No knowledge of the involved reaction mechanism required
Find enzymes not covered by patents (relying on sequence
protection) or include them in your patent to make it stronger
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